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July Book Event Highlights 

Monday, July 1st through Saturday, July 26th: Where's Waldo Ann Arbor,
Nicola's Books, 2513 Jackson Ave. 

Saturday, July 6th from 9 am to 4 pm: First Annual Booksilanti Readers' Fair,
Ypsilanti Freighthouse, 100 Market Place, Ypsilanti 

Wednesday, July 10th at 7 pm: Fiction with Elizabeth Ellen, Juliet Escoria,
and Mary Miller, Bookbound Bookstore, 1729 Plymouth Rd. 

Thursday, July 11 at 7 pm: Douglas Brinkley, author of American Moonshot:
John F. Kennedy and the Great Space Race, Literati Bookstore, 124 E.
Washington 

Saturday, July 13th 10 am to 4 pm and Sunday, July 14th from 1 pm to 4
pm: Friends of the Ann Arbor District Library Summer Bag Sale, AADL
Downtown Branch Lobby, 343 S. Fifth Ave.  

Monday, July 22nd at 7 pm: Emerging Writers Presents: Local Writers LIVE,
AADL Westgate Branch West Side Room, 2503 Jackson Ave. 
 

Click on the calendar below for more great book events taking place in
July!

 

https://mailchi.mp/5928a653c45a/ann-arbor-book-society-july-newsletter?e=[UNIQID]
https://www.a2books.org/
https://www.nicolasbooks.com/event/wheres-waldo-ann-arbor
https://allevents.in/ypsilanti/booksilanti-readers-fair/200017307155542
https://bookboundbookstore.com/events
http://literatibookstore.com/event/douglas-brinkley-american-moonshot
https://faadl.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/FAADL_2019-Summer-Sale_8.5x11-EDIT.jpg
https://aadl.org/node/392961


Ann Arbor Book Trivia 

Not only was he the University of Michigan’s first permanent, paid professor,
this professor acquired the first collection of books to be added to the
university’s library. 

(Find the answer at the bottom of this newsletter!)

Event Photo Highlight

Just a few of the thousands of books for sale at the seasonal JLC Book Sale at 6 Jay Lee

Court, on Saturday, June 22nd. Bankers boxes filled with books surround the house,

including side yards, backyard and deck. All for the affordable price of $1 each!

BISAC: The Book Organizing System Even the Library Supports 

https://www.a2books.org/calendar.html
http://jlcbooksale.com/


Organizing books is a difficult businesses. Finding the most functional technique to bring

order to your own bookshelves can be hard enough, but what about a community library?

Or a university library? 

Probably the most famous library system is the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC),

better known as the Dewey Decimal System. The DDC files nonfiction books by three digit

numbers (plus decimals for further refinement), placing language books in the 400s and

biographies in the 921s, for example. It was first published in 1876 by Melvil Dewey. It

seems like a great system that most of us are used to from using our community libraries,

right? 

Well, there are some flaws built into the system. I run into one in particular fairly often: not

all books on the same topic are, in fact, grouped together. When I look up “gluten free” in

the Ann Arbor District Library (AADL)’s catalog, for instance, I find books in the 613s, 616s,

and 641s. Books about the Crusades are in the 909s, 940s, and 956s, and I found one

under 201, a real outlier. Speaking of the 200s, 200 through 289 are devoted to Christianity

while the 290s are set aside for every other religion in the world. (The DDC also has a

history of bigotry, racism, and homophobia, which is beyond the scope of this article.) 

Another system popular with academic libraries is the Library of Congress Classification

(LCC), which also makes use of numbers and adds letters, as well, such as PR5562 .A1

1909 for In Memoriam by Tennyson at my alma mater Western Michigan University’s

Waldo Library. As you may be able to tell from that string of alphanumerics, there is a lot of

room for subcategorization in LCC, much more than a community or home library probably

needs. 

So what can smaller collections do? Here is where I introduce to you the Book Industry

Standards and Communications (BISAC), a word-based classification system. As with the

other classifications mentioned above, BISAC groups books together by topic, but rather

than using numerals or alphanumerics, BISAC literally spells it out for you. Instead of 921

(DDC), you have Biographies. 973.3 (DDC) is History / United States / Civil War Period. 

To users of AADL’s Westgate library branch, this

may already be familiar. The Malletts Creek Branch

was also recently restructured to use BISAC. You

might love it, and you may well hate it. Here is why I

love it: BISAC is highly browsable. The sections are

alphabetized, so you find Biographies under B, and

they are broken down further into types of

biographies. 

For example, in Biography / Entertainment & Performing Arts, you will find books on Jim

Henson and Oprah Winfrey. For George Washington or James Madison, look under



Biographies / Political Figures. Biography / Composers & Musicians will get you books

about Nina Simone and Stevie Nicks. 

If you need books on Buddhism, look under R for Religion & Spirituality, then, within that

section, B for Buddhism, so the breakdown is Religion & Spirituality / Buddhism. For a

related topic, try the nearby Mindfulness & Meditation shelf, also found within Religion &

Spirituality (so Religion & Spirituality / Mindfulness & Meditation). The books are also filed

alphabetically in their sections by the author’s last name, so Pema Chodron is followed by

Sam Harris, who is then followed by Jon Kabat-Zinn, and so on. 

BISAC is equally perfect for niche readers of fiction. Can’t get enough of paranormal

romance, but you don’t know what books fall into that category? Try the Fiction / Romance

/ Paranormal section. Love cozy mysteries, but detest thrillers? The Fiction / Mystery /

Cozy section was made for you. (And the Fiction / Mystery / Thrillers section, which is

further divided down into General, Technological, Legal, and more, is perfect for your

counterpart.) Can’t stand any science fiction that doesn’t involve time travel? There is a

section for that, too (Fiction / Science Fiction / Time Travel).  

The one drawback I have found to this system is that giving genre precedence over author,

books by the same author are not necessarily shelved together as they might be in a

library or bookstore that uses only Fiction as a heading or doesn’t break down Mystery or

Romance into niche groups. 

Nora Roberts, for example, has books at Westgate in both Romance / General and

Romance / Paranormal, which is great if you are a

general romance person and prefer to ignore

paranormal romance, but if you are a fan of

everything by Nora Roberts, you will have to look in

multiple sections to be sure you have found all of her

books. Mystery and Thriller authors suffer a similar

fate. 

Nicola’s Books, also located in Westgate Plaza,

handles it differently. While they do use BISAC, I was told by helpful employee Alana “if an



author is tagged with more than one genre, we typically will choose one and keep all of the

author’s books together rather than shelve in two places.” 

Do other Ann Arbor bookstores use BISAC? Megan from Bookbound told me that they

don’t use BISAC to organize their shelves, “but sometimes we do look up a book's BISAC

codes to help us decide what section to put it in if we are unsure (or, more likely, if we are

overthinking it).” I did the same when I was a bookbuyer at Crazy Wisdom, which, being a

specialized bookstore, uses its own internal categorization system. Literati also has its own

system. 

Ingram, the leading supplier to independent bookstores in the US, uses BISAC, as do

Barnes & Noble, Amazon, Baker & Taylor, Indigo, and several other online and brick-and-

mortar stores. (Incidentally, when self-publishing through Ingram, they make you choose

BISAC headings for your book. Mine is under Books / Science Fiction & Fantasy / Science

Fiction / Steampunk on Amazon, but the Westgate library puts it under Fiction / Science

Fiction / General because AADL doesn’t have a Steampunk section. So you can see that

even within BISAC, there is some personal choice.) 

With more and more libraries switching to BISAC, and two of our Ann Arbor branches

already using it, it behooves us to become acquainted with this system. You may find

yourself becoming a more empowered reader and consumer, branching out to new authors

within a genre you enjoy who you didn’t previously know existed. Maybe your child is a

picky reader and only wants books on a specific topic or in a niche genre. Using BISAC

can help you help them foster a love of reading by quickly introducing them to a plethora of

titles and authors in that same vein. BISAC is, at its core, another tool to finding books that

we love.

To learn more about BISAC, check out: https://bisg.org/page/BISACFaQ

To read about a library’s experience switching from DDC to BISAC, check here:

http://publiclibrariesonline.org/2018/11/leaving-dewey-for-bisac/ 

--Crysta Coburn, local author and editor, AABS volunteer and AADL desk clerk

Book Ends

On the Shelf                                 
     

https://bisg.org/page/BISACFaQ
http://publiclibrariesonline.org/2018/11/leaving-dewey-for-bisac/


Shores Beyond Shores: from
Holocaust to Hope, My True Story 

By Irene Butter 
White River Press, 2018 

Paperback, $20 

“I was a lucky child,” Irene
Hasenberg Butter states at the

beginning of her memoir, Shores
Beyond Shores: From Holocaust
to Hope, an extraordinary claim,
since she chronicles her family’s
grisly Holocaust experiences. But
she’s right: although her early life
paralleled Anne Frank’s, her end

is vastly different.

This memoir has all the
requirements for a best-selling
thriller: noble heroes, innocent
heroines, wicked oppressors,
tremendous conflict and fears,
and a rewarding ending that

raises questions that can change
a reader’s life.

Born into a wealthy Jewish family
in a rapidly radicalizing Berlin in

1936, the U-M professor emeritus
is Washtenaw’s last remaining
Holocaust survivor. When the
Nazis confiscated her father’s

bank, the Hasenbergs moved to
Amsterdam in 1937, but

A Room of One's Own, an
independent bookstore in Madison,

Wisconsin, recently created a
fundraising campaign, Bookstores
Against Borders, to raise funds for
RAICES (Refugee and Immigrant
Center for Education and Legal

Services), one of the most effective
organizations giving legal aid to
immigrants detained at the U.S.

border. Ann Arbor's own Bookbound
Bookstore has joined the campaign

and will be donating 10% of the
store's profits made during the July
5-7 weekend. So be sure to make a

trip to Bookbound a part of your
holiday weekend plans, or donate

directly on their donation page!

Since February 21st, the Clarke
Historical Library at Central

Michigan University has been
celebrating Ernest Hemingway's life
in Michigan and the literary works it

inspired in The Hemingway
Collection. The exhibit, which took
five months to prepare, contains

materials that took the library almost

https://www.indiebound.org/book/9781935052708
https://www.classy.org/team/238351
https://www.roomofonesown.com/
https://www.raicestexas.org/
https://bookboundbookstore.com/
https://www.classy.org/fundraiser/2175374
https://blogs.cmich.edu/library/2019/02/15/the-hemingway-collection-at-the-clarke/


Amsterdam wasn’t far enough
away from horrors.

In 1943, the Hasenbergs narrowly
avoided the first Nazi deportment

of Amsterdam’s Jews. Irene’s
Pappi frantically attempted to

obtain Ecuadorian passports for
the family, but before they arrived,

the Hasenbergs were sent to
Camp Westerbork. For months,

they avoided the dreaded roll call
for concentration camps,

remaining long enough for
another miracle: rhe passports’
delivery just before they were

deported to the dreaded Bergen-
Belsen extermination camp.

Through an astounding
combination of timing, miracles,
and help from outsiders, Irene’s

family remained alive and
together. When their future looked

hopeless, yet another miracle
occurred. The Hasenbergs were

all chosen for a prisoner
exchange in Switzerland.

When 15-year-old Irene landed on
America’s shores 1945, her
relatives urged her to forget

everything that happened. She
taught herself English, graduated
from Queen’s College, earned a

doctorate in economics from Duke
University, married, became a U-

M professor, and had two
children. Through those decades,
she kept silent about her “lucky”

childhood—until a visit to her
daughter’s high school classroom
convinced her of the power and

obligation of her testimony.

15 years to acquire. Containing
materials related to Northern

Michigan from 1900 to 1920, the
exhibit also includes photos,

manuscripts, and memorabilia from
Hemingway's family and friends.

The exhibit is free and open to the
public through the end of

September. 

The third annual Detroit Bookfest is
Sunday, July 21st from 10 am to 4

pm. Taking place at Eastern Market,
the festival has expanded so much
that it's been moved to Shed 3, the
main and largest shed at Eastern

Market. In addition to book vendors
of all kinds, there will be food trucks,

a full cash bar, and a DJ playing
funk music. The event is organized

by the Book Club of Detroit and
created by Ryan M. Price. To learn

more about the Book Club of Detroit
and the goal of the festival, check

out our interview with Ryan from our
July 2017 newsletter. 

Hey local history buffs! Learn some
fascinating facts about Ann Arbor's
past at these two upcoming book

events! 

https://detroitbookfest.com/
https://www.a2books.org/detroit-bookfest.html


“I didn’t ask to go through the
Holocaust, but I was saved

through the miracles of luck and
the love and determination of my

Pappi. I owe it to him and
everybody who suffered to talk
about what I learned, because

suffering never ends, so our work
must continue.”  

--An award-winning journalist,
Cynthia Furlong Reynolds has

written a dozen histories, a dozen
children's books, many life stories,
and regularly contributes articles

to the Ann Arbor Observer

The Book of Ann Arbor: An
Extremely Serious History Book 

by Richard Retyi 
Tuesday, July 9th at 7pm   

Literati Bookstore 

Vanishing Ann Arbor 
by Patti F. Smith & Britain Woodman 

Thursday, July 25th at 7 pm 
Downtown AADL Multi-purpose

Room

Noteworthy July New Releases

                        

https://www.literatibookstore.com/event/richard-retyi-book-ann-arbor-0
https://aadl.org/node/394165
https://www.indiebound.org/book/9780385537070
https://www.indiebound.org/book/9780062390011
https://www.indiebound.org/book/9781451642292


         

Ann Arbor Book Trivia Answer 

Professor Asa Gray was appointed Professor of Botany at the University of
Michigan in the summer of 1838, becoming the first person to hold a position
devoted exclusively to botany in any educational institution in the United States.
Professor Gray was sent to Europe by the university’s regents to purchase
books to form the library’s collection. During his time in Europe, Gray, with help
from his agents, purchased 3,700 books for the library. But due to financial
issues, Gray was asked to resign from his position in 1840, before ever
teaching a class. In 1842, Gray accepted the position of Fisher Professor of
Natural History at Harvard University and went on to become one of the most

important botanists of the 19th century.

Snapshot of the Past

https://www.indiebound.org/book/9781571313782
https://www.indiebound.org/book/9780399557415
https://www.indiebound.org/book/9781592702442


"Shoppers browse comic books at The Eye of Agamotto, July 1985." Ann Arbor News.

Courtesy of the AADL.
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